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The Game Fresh System™

 Fluorescent Orange

Item# TBG1MB includes Bag, Gel, and Spray

Pattern Choices for Bags

Mossy Oak Brush®Mossy Oak Break-Up®

The TBK Industries, Trophy Bag Kooler™ is the Original short-term portable storage unit with 
patented technology. The Trophy Bag Kooler™ is the cleaner, neater solution for transporting 

harvested game or aging meat.                                                               

TBK Industries, Trophy Bag Kooler™ Game Bag

Item# TBK1MRItem# TBK1MB

The Trophy Bag Kooler™ carries the 
North American Hunting Club Field 

Tested Seal of Approval

Item# TBK1TN Item# TBK1OR

Tan

         Becky Lou Lacock, Becky Lou Outdoors           
   “A must have product for every hunter!”



Boating

Jana Waller

Hunting/Game Bag

"When you live in the outdoors as much as we do, you rely on a cooler to keep 
your groceries cold and game meat fresh. Trophy Bag Kooler’s are lighter, more 

spacious and a must have for camping and hunting."- Jana Waller

TBK® ComboKooler™

Item# TBK7TN Item# TBK7RDItem# TBK7OR

 Grocery or Warehouse       
Shopping

TailgatingCatering

Jim Kinsey

Camping & Fishing



Testimonials
After 9 hours full sun ,105 degrees

Item# TBKG6

CINA, LACOMBE,  LA    “Awesome!  I don't use the word awesome very 
often, but this stuff is awesome!  I live, hunt and fish in the south, so 
anything that helps keep ice from melting is a blessing . “

Use one (1) tablespoon of KoolerGel™  for one (1) 2-liter 
plastic soda bottle.  Use 2 ½  teaspoons for 1.8 liter 
bottle and use 1 ½ teaspoons of KoolerGel™ for one
(1) 1- liter bottle.  Fill with water to arrow as noted 
above (DO NOT OVERFILL!) you must allow room for
expansion during freezing.  Re-seal with bottle cap 
and allow KoolerGel™ to absorb all water before 
placing in freezer.  When absorbed, place bottle(s) in 
freezer for 48 hours for maximum cooling.  Use as 
needed for cooling of harvested game animal(s), use 
in ice chests with ice, when used for tailgating, RV’s, 
boats, campers, trucks, cars, or ATV’s.  KoolerGel™ is 
re-usable.  You may rinse o� bottle and place back in 
freezer.  

All ingredients are non-toxic; however they are not intended for ingestion.

Fill to here

2 liter use 1 TBSP 1. 8  liter use 2½ tsps.    1 liter use 1½ tsps.

Instructions for Using KoolerGel™

KENNETH,  LINCOLN, IL   “Saved me money AND protected valuable 
meat!  I deer hunt frequently and using the KoolerGel allowed me to 
chill my meat quickly and easily instead of buying expensive bags of 
ice that melt away!”

MITCHELL, WINTER GARDEN, FL   “Cool shirt system upgrade.  I used 
this product with an auto racing cool shirt system and it improved 
the cooling system, as well as the length of time it would keep you 
cool.  It almost doubled the life of the cool air and water supplied to 
the driver.  A must have. “
KENNETH, GREEN FOREST, AR   “The cooler companion.  I recently 
tested Kooler Gel.  I would recommend this product to anyone who 
camps.”
DOUG, COLORADO SPRINGS, CO “Better than any other ice pack 
that I have used. I would highly recommend KoolerGel.  I use it in my 
lunch box and never worry about keeping my lunch cold.” 
AARON, SPOKANE, WA   “KoolerGel worked great.  I tested this prod-
uct on a late season fishing trip.  I was gone for three days and the 
bottle was still frozen solid.” 
JEREMY, CLEARFIELD,  UT   “Very effective.  This is a MUST OWN   
product for any outdoorsman. “
JASON, CORTEZ, CO   “This is a nice way to keep items cold in your 
cooler or backpack.”
CHRISTOPHER, EAST DUBLIN, GA   “I like this product.  It has easy to 
read instructions.  I took this product to a Georgia football game and 
after the game, all of our food had stayed cool.”
CRYSTAL, WELLSTON, OK   “It is so cold!!!!  I can’t believe how cold it 
keeps everything in the ice chest.  I can go on a four day fishing trip 
and everything stays cold.”
KEVIN, PIERRE, SD   “This product really works.  This can be mixed in 
any size container and is re-usable.  When it is used with ice, it does 
extend the life of the ice, but it also works well alone. “


